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General Comments
Centres are again to be congratulated on their teaching and preparation for these public examinations. It
is encouraging to see such a wide range of material that is presented in answering these questions that
are themselves on such a varied area of subjects within Religious Studies. This demonstrates yet again the
commitment and determination of both students and teachers in our schools and colleges.
There were many examples of high quality work achieving full marks, however some candidates did not
shape the material they had learned to address the question directly, especially in regard to the evaluative
parts of the question. Centres should encourage candidates to look at the AO2 part of these questions.
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Philosophy
Question 1(a)
(i) This was a very popular question. Good answers tackled both the strengths and the weaknesses evenly.
There was a variety of approaches: some analysed the analogical argument or the argument to design in
great detail; others wove a thread through the various forms of the argument and the different objections. A
small minority of candidates did not have enough detail or depth when it came to spelling out the nature of
the argument and the force of objections. For example, some only explained the key features of the theory
and did not refer to either the strengths or the weaknesses. There were a number of excellent answers which
clearly identified Paley’s contribution of an analogy and then progressed to discuss a wider range of versions
to great effect. Weaknesses identified by Dawkins and Hume were well presented by some candidates.
(ii) Some candidates struggled to justify or sustain an argument in AO2, they did not refer to whether it was
inconclusive as a proof for the existence of God.
Good responses addressed the word ‘inconclusive’ and assessed the form of the argument (analogical /
inductive) as inconclusive or gave reasons why the argument seemed convincing but not conclusive. They
were able to refer back to weaknesses previously identified and use this as a foundation for justifying a clear
judgement. Most were able to identify the problem of a posteriori proofs being inconclusive.
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Question 1(b)
(i) Good candidates kept the phrase ‘key features’ in mind throughout the answer. Some analysed these
features one by one e.g. causality in the Kalaam and Aquinas; and the infinite regress and so on. Others
examined the key features of the different forms of the argument including more modern forms in
Coplestone and McCabe. Fewer students seemed to rely solely on Aquinas’s three ways. Stronger answers
tended to move on from him through Leibniz and Lane to the Craig/Kalaam argument.

(ii) Some candidates need to remember that a list of objections is not evaluation and should rather use the
different objections to evaluate the key features of part (i). Many students did try to address the idea of it
being a weak argument, but there were some candidates who really did not come to any conclusion on this.
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Question 2(a)
(i)Most answers concentrated on the logical problem. Good answers analysed the problem and showed
awareness of the issues in defining omnipotence and omniscience. These candidates gave detail and analysis
of the Augustinian or Irenaean theodicies and some offered Buddhist solutions. They also analysed the
significance of the detail in these theodicies. A number of weaker responses argued that atheism or the
inconsistent triad were solutions to the problem of suffering for a believer! Others attempted to respond
with the idea of suffering as a test of faith without referring to any scholarly contributions.
(ii) In the alternative responses, lots of students wrote very lengthy responses, and did not allow themselves
enough time to really evaluate the two properly, although those that did understand the question wrote
some very impressive answers. Weaker responses simply gave the alternative theodicy and added a
sentence at the end stating but not justifying why one was better than the other. There were some
excellent responses which questioned whether Process Theodicy was actually a theodicy and used this to
conclude that Augustine or Irenaeus were therefore better solutions.
Here is one candidate’s final sentence.
Overall the Augustinian theodicy is a better response for conservative Christians as it
demonstrates Biblical belief, and Irenaeus is better suited to liberal Christians as it is
scientific.
(Quote from whitemail)

Question 2(b)
(i) This is still a less popular question than the other three, and many responses did not actually address the
question which required an analysis of the definitions and an examination of the philosophical reasons for
believing in miracles. Most students were able to give a few definitions of evil, mostly the standard ones
- Hume, Aquinas, Holland and Swinburne. Only a few candidates were able to offer positive, philosophical
reasons for believing in miracles. Weaker candidates simply avoided the issue. Many responses detailed
Hume’s critiques in part a instead of part b. Better responses referred to Swinburne’s principle of credulity
– though few named it.
(ii) Most were able to discuss the extent to which criticisms such as Hume’s four criticisms and the
unfairness of some miracles undermine belief but few identified Hume’s problem of why significant
testimony is required to justify believing a natural law has been broken. Even if some miracles were
established some candidates debated the moral issue demonstrated by Platinga’s use of Maurice Wiles. For
example, one candidate wrote:
It seems strange a miraculous intervention didn’t prevent an Auschwitz or a
Hiroshima.
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Ethics
Question 3(a)
(i) This question produced some strong responses and most candidates went for the obvious route of the
four working principles and the six fundamental propositions. Some candidates focused on agape love and
did not seem able to move past this. Candidates tended to focus on the teleological nature
of6HF$[
Situation
Ethics and its rejection of a legalist approach. Weaker candidates relied on examples with little or no
 6HF$[
analysis to answer this question. Such candidates were unable to grasp the key principles and concepts of
the theory. Some claimed that Jesus was himself a situationist.

(ii) Some candidates focused on the weaknesses of it being a teleological theory and the difficulties in
predicting outcomes. Other candidates gave a fuller explanation of why the ethic has failed to successfully
establish itself, including some of the objections offered by religious moralists. Some candidates used
Barclay’s critique of the theory.
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Question 3(b)
(i) This appeared to be the most popular choice of question and good candidates recognised that this theory
is teleological and relativistic and understood the key differences between the qualitative and quantitative
versions of the theory, usually framing their answers in the social context of Utilitarianism. Whilst the
majority of candidates demonstrated good knowledge of Bentham and Mill there were some answers that
went beyond them. Preference and/or negative utilitarianism were mentioned by some candidates, however
some were unable to evaluate or expand on them or their proponents. A sizable proportion of candidates
were able to list some of the seven criteria of the hedonic calculus but were sometimes unable to show
their understanding of these criteria. Some candidates confused Act and Rule utilitarianism.
(ii) Some candidates treated this question as if it was just asking for “strengths and weaknesses” of
Utilitarianism as AO1; they went on to list the strengths and weaknesses of the theory but did not evaluate
whether the weaknesses outweighed its strengths. Weaknesses identified were sometimes general problems
associated with a teleological theory; for example the difficulty predicting outcomes. Many argued that as a
personal ethic the theory has significant weaknesses, but it would be effective to identify a number of social
improvements achieved by Bentham. This opening paragraph was the start of a strong Ao2 response.
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Question 4(a)
(i) In general this question was answered well.

6HF&]
 6HF&]

Most candidates were able to trace the historical origins of the Augustinian theory and reasons for its
development. Some candidates chose to describe the Islamic condition for war. On the whole such answers
were detailed and thorough. The answers on pacifism described the various types of pacifism, although
some did not explain the theoretical justification for pacifism; namely the deontological and teleological
justifications for the position, which characterised the 20th century debates within the movement. Some of
the more able candidates contextualised these theories well and were able to give their origins along with
some reasons for the development of the ideas.
(ii) Weaker candidates did not connect these ideas with religious teaching other than a simple reference
to the teaching of Jesus for Pacifism and some Old Testament references for Just War. However some more
able candidates clearly set them both within their respective contexts and were able to offer balances
assessments of the religious beliefs on war and pacifism, identifying core doctrines which would influence
and shape attitudes. Some candidates struggled to see that both ideas were religious in origin despite
mentioning Augustine and Aquinas in the first part.
Here a candidate, who scored full marks, after an introductory paragraph of definition, begins an historical
analysis:
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Question 4(b)

6HF%\
 6HF%\

(i) Some candidates were able to focus on one dilemma and offered resolutions effectively.
However many were confused as to what a sexual dilemma actually was and did not answer the question.
Candidates need to be reminded that sexual ethics is not itself a dilemma. Homosexuality seemed to be the
most popular dilemma. Many candidate responses did not contain enough analysis but heavily relied upon
generalisations and at times misrepresentation.
Some set their stall out clearly in the first sentence:

(ii) Some candidates simply wrote that religious approaches were out of date in regard to sexual ethics.
In the second part of the question candidates usually gave a for and against argument. Some candidates
argued that as we live in a secular society, religion is no longer needed. The answer could have referred to
many aspects of Sexual Ethics, some candidates just referred to the dilemma they had chosen for part a.
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Buddhism
Question 5(a)
(i) There were some very thorough answers on the contexts prior to the time of Buddha.
(ii) The most able candidates explained how selected features were adapted by Buddha, others simply
identified which were rejected and which were adapted.

Question 5(b)
(i) Some candidates went for the biographical approach telling Buddha’s life story with little focus on how
the events related to the teaching of Buddha about the Middle Way
(ii) Many candidates demonstrated a good range of material that was closely focused upon the question.

Question 6(a)
(i) Candidates had a good understanding of the meaning of ‘refuge’ but sometimes did not write fluently
about the links between the refuges. Candidates need to focus more closely on the interrelationships
between the Buddha, the Sangha and the Dharma in the Three Refuges.
(ii) Some candidates struggled with significance, detailing descriptive rather than evaluative writing.
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Question 6(b)
(i) Candidates reflected detailed knowledge and good understanding and were generally of a very good
standard.
(ii) Answers demonstrated a good range of material that was closely focused upon the question.
Here a candidate who attained full marks after an opening paragraph begins to analyse Samatha meditation:
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Christianity
Question 7(a)
(i) There were few answers to this question. There were some good attempts to deal with the issues in the
Reformation period and also some within the modern period.
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(ii) The example below shows an understanding of the significance of theses teachings, relating Jesus to
particular cultures



Question 7(b)
There were not many answers to this question
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Question 8(a)
(i) There seemed to be a number of candidates who thought this was a philosophy of religion question
about proving the existence of God or a science and religion question about the authenticity of the creation
accounts in Genesis rather than a question on God as creator. Only some dealt with questions of God’s
continuing creative intervention, miracles, the image of God in man and creation ex nihilo. Some put
evaluative comments here instead of in part (ii)
(ii) Some candidates focussed on the individual difficulty of Christians continuing to believe rather than the
beliefs themselves being difficult to hold onto in this age. George Michael is offered here as an icon.

Question 8(b)
(i) This was the most popular question. Lengthy descriptions of all the details of baptisms inckludign the
types of pews did not reach high levels of attainment. Analysis of the practices and examination of them
did. There is still some confusion about the difference between adult baptism and believer’s baptism.
(ii) There were some very good answers which discussed the declarative or efficacious nature of sacraments
and others who struggled to see any significance in the differences.
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Hinduism
Question 9(a)
(i) Some candidates produced sound and competent work on the key features of Indus Valley culture.
(ii) Some candidates demonstrated that they had thought through the influences on it.

Question 9(b)
(i) Some candidates produced material dealing with the three distinctive features of the Vedic period which
was well structured.
(ii) Some were able to show the significance of the period for the development of Hindu beliefs.

Question 10
There were very few answers for both questions 10a and 10b.
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Islam
Question 11(a)
(i) Candidates achieving marks in the higher bands showed a good detailed knowledge of the historical and
social context prior to the time of Muhammad and organised their material closely in line with the question.
Many were able to support comments with examples and quotes from various scholars. Candidates
achieving marks in the lower levels tended to list brief facts relating to the historical and social background
of pre Islamic Arabia rather than examining them as required.
(ii) Those achieving marks in the higher bands demonstrated a good knowledge of Religion prior to the time
of Muhammad and were able to show its significance for understanding the life of Muhammad in Mecca;
considering reasons for his rejection; his attitude against certain practices and development of others. Those
scoring low marks tended to make brief reference to religion prior to the time of Muhammad.

Question 11(b)
(i) Candidates achieving marks in the higher bands reflected a good knowledge of the topic and used their
material well; giving detail of the hijrah and life in Madinah within a framework that related closely to the
question. This contrasted with work achieving marks in the lower bands that was mainly descriptive and
biographical.
(ii) Most answers tried to focus on the question relating to the significance of Muhammad’s life in Madinah
for Muslims but those achieving marks in the higher levels contained greater depth, explanation and
reference to scholars.

Question 12(a)
(i) Some candidates showed a good knowledge of the teaching of the Qur’an and used it well to examine
key ideas of the belief in life after death found in the six beliefs but others paraphrased the descriptive
elements or listed them briefly.
(ii) Those candidates achieving marks in the higher levels demonstrated the significance of Akhirah for
Muslims and how it related to their practices. Answers gaining marks in the lower levels were brief and
generalised.
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Question 12(b)
(i) This was a very popular question and although the standard was variable many presented competent
work. Those achieving marks in the higher level demonstrated a good detailed knowledge of the five pillars
and used their material well in examining distinctive ideas. Answers in the lower levels tended to be brief,
descriptive and generalised.

(ii) Answers achieving marks in the higher levels focused closely on the question of the significance of two
pillars for Muslim belief and practice, often quoting from the Qur’an and scholars. Those in the lower levels
tended to be brief and generalised; sometimes repeating comments or facts given in part (i).

Judaism
There were too few answers to compile a report for this section.

Sikhism
There were too few answers to compile a report for this section.
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New Testament
Question 17(a)
(i) This question produced some strong responses particularly those candidates who offered the Fourth
Gospel although there were also some excellent answers on Luke’s treatment of wealth. Those candidates
who had clearly been well prepared for this topic employed relevant scholarship to aid their discussion and a
number of candidates also, as part of their responses, were able to offer examples without just repeating the
narrative accounts from the relevant Gospel.

(ii) Most answers were able to make some relevant comment and evaluation.
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Question 17(b)
(i) Again the Fourth Gospel seemed to be the most popular and there were some very good answers which
contained impressive engagement with relevant scholars. Christological connections in John’s accounts were
competently dealt with by a number of candidates. Many of the Luke answers seemed to be largely retelling
the episodes without too much reference to the ministry of Jesus.
(ii) Most answers were largely relevant and contained some good insights to the role of miracles in the
ministry of Jesus.
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Question 18(a)
(i) There were some good answers from the Fourth Gospel which went beyond the events themselves in
terms of the overall significance for Jesus. Few candidates tackled Prayer and Praise in Luke.
(ii) There were some good answers that were able to contextualise within the milieu at that time in history.
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Question 18(b)

6HF%\
 6HF%\

(i) Candidates engaged well with discipleship and some went beyond the simple calling of the twelve to
drop everything and follow Jesus to offer a good theological discussion on the role of discipleship in general.

(ii) Here again answers tended to be at either end of the scale. Some appeared to have difficulty in
understanding who the Holy Spirit was and struggled to relate the Holy Spirit directly to the ministry of
Jesus. Some confined the Holy Spirit to the post resurrection empowerment.
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Grade Boundaries
6RS01: Unit 1 - Foundations
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

90

63

56

49

43

37

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40
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